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Innocence
&Experience
Black Blessed and British’s is a poetic memoir that
is a warm, engaging and bold exaltation of what it
means to be Black and British.
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In this vividly told collection 
 Claudette-Athea Douglas  retraces her
journey as a Black child growing up in
rural Gloucestershire in the 1960s and
70s, migrating to Jamaica as a
teenager and her rerun  to fulfill  her
spiritual  quest  to lay claim  her of
own authenticity identity  sense of
belonging . 
From the very first poems  Let there
be light  the book sets in out  the
expansive ideas  and  spiritual
perception of  her place  and
importance in the epic  creation  of 
 humanity and examines the role of a 
 people  who have hosted  the cradle
of  civilisation  in the broadest context 

The lyrical voyage takes the reader on an
enlightening expedition of realisation
rejection confrontation and re-imagining as
the theme of constant crossing is a
metaphysical prism that runs through the
pages. The reader is enlisted to reflect on
their own journey  as one where  purpose 
 potential and personal empowerment  are
responsibilities and  tools to reposition ones
past  experiences   and use them as props
for  emotional growth and self-love  as well
as opportunities to embrace a more
capacious and  transcendent  view of their
lives.

“From the ancient
kingdoms of Africa’s

womb I arrive.
Prehistoric traders

architects
labourers
mercantile

venders
uprooted embers

limitless harvest
all of whom first

travelled here when
they were free”

Each poem is a vivid story which stands
alone where the author paints an
engrossing portrait of life for a Black child
growing up in this time.  From the brutality
of everyday racism told in the
uncompromising Go Home to the languid
freedom of a Cotswold childhood beautifully
captured in Cheltenham 31039 through to
the retaliations provoked in Fight club Rap
Douglas exposes the complex emotional
hinterland needed to navigate and survive
amid the competing realities of her
existence.
We follow her migration to Jamaica. She had
come “home” to unearth something deep
and ancestral which is delivered in the
poem Red Dirt where she   links to the
aluminum soaked earth with the resistance 
 and uprisings which shaped so much of 
 Caribbean  islands history-  which is
movingly understood in the “reddened tinge
of freedoms yield”.

and helped to  build medieval  Britain
and its  empire  the particular.  In so
doing this volume fearlessly 
 challenges  the erasing of the Black
British contribution from the
mainstream Eurocentric British
narrative and history books. This
extract from the poem identify helps
set the records straight.

The collection powerfully  historicises
and affirms  the concept of  Black
Brutishness as a  geopolitical reality 
 and a spiritual imperative  that  
 unfolds through four stages of
illumination  as the author skilfully
links Birth Belonging  Becoming and
Praise songs into a symbiotic  and
harmonious  declaration of selfhood.



Homecoming
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The poems are indeed   stories which
reverberate with the immediacy,
musicality and resonance of the
Talking   drums of Africa’s intersperse
where the overlaying melodies of
Europe, lay bare the impact and raw
wounds of slavery and racial
discrimination resistance  and  the
ultimate  triumph of  self actualisation.

Though her rerun to England and
search for her own authentic  voice
Claudette Douglas has penned a
deeply  uplifting  collection where
obstacles come to prepare us for the 
 definitive exploration -the  search we
all have for identify purpose and
meaning  which is the search that 
 connects   this work to all of us and
connects us to each other.

Eisenhower J. Williams writes “The
poem ‘Rio Cobre’ brings back so much
personal memory.  It is possibility the
longest river in Jamaica. It was a river
that often disrupts the lives of people
living in that part of the country
during the rainy season, when it would
overflow its banks, make the bridge
impassable, wash away people and
livestock and block the roads. It
flowed from the mountains in the
North-Eastern part of the island down
through the twists and turns of hills
and galleys over the plains of St.
Catherine, finally belching out into the
Caribbean Sea, its final destination.It
both  intrigues and inspires me, the
exciting way in which Douglas uses
poetry to chronicle her life’s journey
through the twist and turns of her
struggles, being born and raised in a
culture of white supremacy yet
determined to discover and celebrate
her own wroth . But like the “Rio
Cobre River” she has finally found her
purpose, her destiny by constantly re-
inventing and re-imagining   herself on
the way, to overcome the seemingly
insurmountable obstacles she
encountered. Her work is a captivating
read and well timed fresh perspective
on an indelible voyage of self-
discovery.


